Press fuel cans into turret. Place turret into hull. Now, turn turret back and forth.

Painting
You can paint the details listed. Use only enamel or paint for plastics. A small pointed brush is best for details.

Flat black - treads, tips of gun and cannon.

Apply self-stick decals to model as shown on the box top.

SnapTite

U.S. Patton Tank

Model Kit
1729

If you have any questions or comments, call our hotline at: (800) 833-3570
or, please write to:
Revell-Monogram Consumer Service Department, 725 Landwehr Road, Northbrook, Illinois 60062
Be sure to include the plan number (85172900200), fleet number, description, your name, address and phone number.
2. SNAP TOP INTO PLACE.

3. SNAP BACK PLATE ONTO HULL.

4. TURRET 9, PIVOT 10, CANNON 12, LARGE PIN, LARGE NOTCH.

5. FIRST PLACE GUN INTO TURRET. PRESS BUTTON INTO GUN.
   THEN PRESS COVER INTO TURRET. PRESS BOTTOM ONTO TURRET.

PRESS CANNON INTO COVER.
PLACE LARGE NOTCH IN PIVOT OVER LARGE PIN ON TURRET.
PRESS COVER AND CANNON ONTO PIVOT.